
HORWOOD AND NEWTON TRACEY PRIMARY PROGRESSION OF SKILLS - GEOGRAPHY

Positive Learning Behaviours based on animals are central to our school’s
ethos for learning and the school’s values for behaviour. These will be

referred to specifically in lessons and pupils will be rewarded for
demonstrating these positive behaviours.  They are as follows:

good listening - a bat working as a team - a bee being resilient - an ant
making links - spider taking risks - a meerkat being curious - a cat
being independent - a tiger having empathy - a monkey being creative - a unicorn
being wise - an owl being ready to learn - an elephant
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Subject: Geography
Intent:
Our geography curriculum is designed to furnish children with important and accurate geography knowledge, to encourage
children to research fact; think critically; be curious (animal learning behaviour - cat) and have a growing understanding
(empathy) of people’s impact on the world which can be both positive and negative (learning animal behaviour - monkey).  They
should undertake field work and be resilient in developing their use of sources of information (animal behaviour - ant). We want
our geography curriculum to enable children to make links (animal learning behaviour - spider). Through our geography teaching
we aim to enable our pupils to compare and contrast information and how geographical features change over time.

Implementation:
● Geography lessons will start with a mindmap of what the children already know under the headings of skills and

knowledge.  The children will also write questions about what they would like to find out.
● The David Weatherly (Devon advisor) units will be used for planning and teaching.
● Questioning will be developed throughout the teaching units with questions starters such as: if, when, will, should, could,

would, how, did, who, etc.
● A knowledge organiser and pre-learning of vocabulary (to offer equality of learning for all) will start the topic.
● Geography skills and knowledge will be taught through a variety of teaching and learning styles.
● Finally, the mindmap will be completed again, in a different colour, to show learning for knowledge and skills and the

impact of the teaching and learning will be recorded.
● Children will refer back to prior learning before starting the next unit of work.
● Children will be taught using a two-year rolling programme as there are mixed year group classes.
● Geography teaching will include fieldwork (where possible) and first hand observations including referencing map, globe

and atlas work.  First hand accounts, photographs and memories will also be used.

Impact:
There is an expected progression of skills mapped for each year group to identify the learning which will take place in each stage
throughout the school by following the geography programme of study against which the children and teachers will assess
impact and attainment.
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Autumn
Year A

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR/N
Special

Me/Special
Days & Ways

Y1 & Y2
main class topic: down on
the farm/traditional tales

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Stone age/

iron age

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Victorians

KNOWLEDGE Special Me
pupils know
about some
features of
where they live
and can
describe them -
pupils know if
they live in
urban or rural
area and the
key features
Special Days
& Ways
-pupils know
there are many
countries in the
world and
people may
speak different
languages.

What is the geography of where
I live?

Pupils should learn to name the local
areas, look at an aerial view of

Lovacott and Barnstaple and identify
physical features on a map (Post

office, station, church, etc). Pupils
should understand the main land

use locally and identify human and
physical features.

fieldwork: Pupils should visit their
local area (Farmer Ford fields, a local

farm, Darky Lane, Marsh Lane,
Bailey Wood, etc) making

observations.  Pupils should plan a
local walk using a map and complete

the walk.

How and why is my local area
changing?

Pupils should identify developments
in the local and wider North Devon

area, eg housing, renewable energy,
etc.  How are natural events

changing the local area (climate
change, erosion)? How has the local
area changed over time (use photos,

first hand accounts).  What is the
impact of these changes?

fieldwork:  Pupils should visit the
local area and observe

developments and changes (eg
housing, proposed solar farm).

What did the area look like before?
What changes might happen in the
future?  (observe, measure, record
and present human and physical

features using a range of methods
including sketch maps, plans, graphs

and digital technologies).

Who are Britain’s national parks
for?

Pupils will identify and locate
Britain’s 15 national parks and the
rationale which underpins them.

Pupils will then focus on local
National Parks Exmoor and

Dartmoor.  Pupils will then compare
and contrast with the Everglades

National Park in America.

fieldwork (homework): trip to
Exmoor or Dartmoor, eg Valley of
the Rocks. First hand map work,
why this is an important tourist

destination.

SKILLS Pupils can:
identify local
features on
walks, from
photos, and
can create

Understand the geography features
of our local area using observational

skills and map work.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
Name, locate and identify

characteristics of the four countries

Read maps, compare human and
geography features which have

changed over time both human and
natural events which have affected

change.  Use geographical
language: erosion, climate, etc.

To be able to explain why and how
National parks encourage visitors

and why protecting land is so
important especially in the South

West.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
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simple pictures
of pictorial
maps.
Pupils can
observe and
identify
seasonal
changes in
area (Forest
school, walks in
Lovacott,
Farmer Ford’s
farm)

and capitals of the UK.  To identify
key landmarks in the UK. Map aerial

view of local area, map keys,
compass directions.  To use

locational and directional language.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
aerial maps, local maps, map of

Devon and UK.  To be able to use
grid references.  To identify the

Counties of the UK and find Devon
and Cornwall on a map.

maps, atlas, globe and
digital/computing mapping.  Pupils
to understand 4 and 6 point grid

references, map symbols, key and
use of Ordnance Survey maps.

Spring
Year A

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR
Traditional /Fairy Tale
- Help!
My Community

Y1 & Y2
main class topic: Help!

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Romans

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Explorers,

Finding the Mayans
KNOWLEDGE Pupils know of

emergency
services and
their different
roles from
visitors/visits
Pupils will be
taught new
vocabulary and
use it in play.

How does the geography of
Kampong Ayer compare with

the geography of where I live?
Pupils to learn about what life is like
for people in a small rural area of

South East Asia, Kampong Ayer. To
learn about everyday life including
(but not limited to): time zones,

weather/climate, transport, housing,
schooling.

Why do some earthquakes
cause more damage than

others?
Pupils to learn that earthquakes only
tend to occur in particular areas of
the world, as a result of the pattern
and movement of tectonic plates of
the Earth’s crust. To explore why

New Zealand has been affected by
earthquakes in the past and has so

many and the Ring of Fire. To

Why is fair trade fair?
Pupils to learn about trade in an

accessible way, the
interconnectedness and

interdependence of the world in
which they live – 45 per cent of
everything that young people in
the United Kingdom eat and 90
per cent of everything they wear

comes from abroad.
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Pupils will
know how to
use and create
a simple map
of a real or
imaginary place
and how to
show & find
features.

Fieldwork: visit to the local area
identifying what is the same and
what is different between North

Devon and Kampong Ayer (can be
set as homework task).

understand why most volcanoes
occur in the same place as

earthquakes.

Fieldwork: not possible but
model/drama can/could be made to
explain earthquakes and volcanoes.

Pupils to learn about international
trade.and ethical vs unethical

production of goods.

Fieldwork/homework: evaluation
of school food/products and

whether they are fairtrade or not.
Visit to local supermarket/high
street to identify what Fairtrade

products can be purchased locally.

SKILLS Pupils can
name
emergency
services and
discuss their
role using new
vocab with
understanding.

Pupils can find
features on a
simple map
and gain
information.
They can
create a map
to represent a
place and its
features.

Identifying seasonal and weather
changes. Recall basic facts about
Kampong Ayer.  To compare and

contrast England to Southeast Asia
and specifically Barnstaple to

Kampong Ayer.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
identifying Kampong Ayre on a world

map.  Identify northern and
southern hemispheres and the

Equator.  To use simple compass
directions (North, South, East,

West).

Pupils to identify, describe and
explain why earthquakes occur and

why some earthquakes of the
largest magnitude do not always

cause as much death and
destruction as earthquakes of lesser

magnitude.

Map, globe and atlas focus: To
locate the world’s countries using

maps focusing on Europe and North
and South America.

Identify the position and significance
of latitude, longitude, Equator,

Northern Hemisphere, Southern
Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer
and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic

Circle, the Prime/Greenwich
Meridian and time zones (including

day and night).

Pupils to be able to demonstrate
they understand why is trade

sometimes unfair and why is fair
trade fair. Pupils to evaluate and
judge whether at home and at

school there is engagement with
Fairtrade.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
To locate the world’s countries using
maps focusing on Europe (including

Russia) and North and South
America.  Map work using 4 and 6

future grid references, map symbols
and keys. To use the terms Equator,
Northern and Southern Hemisphere,

Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn,
Arctic and Antarctic Circle.
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Summer
Year A

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR
Life cycles
Journeys

Y1 & Y2
main class topic: Castles and

dragons

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: rainforests

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Ancient

Greeks
KNOWLEDGE Pupils will

describe the
natural world
and identify
different
environments
in their locality,
naming natural
and man made
features. They
will know how
the seasons
have an effect
on these.

Pupils will
know the
names of and
describe in
simple terms
different
countries

Why don’t penguins need to fly?
Pupils to learn about the North and
South poles and Equator and about
hot and cold places. To learn about
Antarctica and how penguins can
survive there and why they don’t
ned to fly.  To compare Antarctica

with somewhere hot (Sahara Desert)
and how Antarctica different to the

Arctic?

fieldwork: To identify the foodchain
and environment features of a local
bird (buzzard) and compare with
environment and foodchain of a

penguin.

Why are jungles wet and
deserts dry?

Pupils to learn how climate has such
an important influence upon
landscapes, plants, animals and
human activity on Earth. To compare
and contrast rainfall around the
world to understand why jungles are
wet and deserts are dry.

fieldwork: Trip to the Eden Project
focusing on rainforest biome.

Why are mountains important?
Pupils to learn the physical and

human importance of a biome that
covers one-fifth of the world’s land
surface. The study of mountains

enables pupils to comprehend key
concepts of physical geography such
as plate tectonics and the formation

of different rock types, as well as
erosion and geological deep time.

Pupils to learn the concept of
“mountain” through the

investigation of 3 examples.  Pupils
to learn about the distribution and

location of mountains in the UK and
how they are different to younger
fold mountains previously studied.

Fieldwork/homework: link with
previous fieldwork to

Dartmoor/Exrmoor and why Valley
of the Rocks and Tors are not

mountains.

SKILLS Pupils will
name countries
and know
simple facts
about them.

Pupils to compare the weather in
contrasting locations (hot and cold).

Map, globe and atlas focus:

To observe, describe and explain
why areas of rainforest have so

much rainfall and why deserts are
the driest inhabited places in the

world.  To use the terms: Northern

Pupil will revisit and apply their
understanding of sustainable

development and sustainability
through evaluating the potential

costs and benefits of schemes such
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Identify and label North and South
Poles , the Equator and

Arctic/Antarctic.  To devise a simple
map, using and constructing basic

symbols in a key.

and Southern Hemisphere, latitude
and longitude.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
Use the eight points of a compass,
four and six-figure grid references,
symbols and key (including the use
of Ordnance Survey maps) to build

their knowledge of the United
Kingdom and the wider world.  To

be able to local the Equator, Tropics
of Cancer and Capricorn.

as constructing new hydroelectric
power plants which, although not

having a carbon footprint, do
inevitably come with social and

environmental costs.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
maps, atlases, gloves and

digital/computer mapping.  8 points
of compass, 4 and 6 grid references,

map symbols and key and use of
Ordnance survey maps.

Autumn
Year B

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
main class topic: Pirates

Y3 & Y4
main class topic:

sustainability

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: invaders

and settlers
KNOWLEDGE Why do we love to be beside the

sea?
Pupils to begin to understand the
human and physical geography of

the seaside and the wider concept of
coasts (being able to explain why
the seaside is different to inland).

fieldwork: Visit to a seaside
location. and make observations. To
identify similarities and differences
between the seaside and a place in

land.

How can we live more
sustainably?

Pupils to learn about the inter
relationship with people and the

environments in which they live and
upon which they depend.  Pupils to

understand some areas of
sustainability such as (but not

limited to) recycling, bags for life,
solar and wind farms, hydro-electric

power stations.  Pupils to learn
about sustainable development, eg

making new habitats for birds.

fieldwork: visit to proposed site of
new solar farm in Horwood and/or

What is a river?
Pupils to learn the key concept
that rivers change over their

course from source to mouth and
develop distinctive physical

features as they do so by altering
the environment through erosion

and deposition.

Pupils to learn about rivers within
the the United Kingdom and then

in Europe.

fieldwork: Visit to Heddon’s
Mouth to track the river to the
rocky coastal mouth (observe,
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recycling centre and/or visiting
speakers.

measure, record and present the
human and physical features
using a range of methods,

including sketch maps, plans and
graphs and digital technologies).

SKILLS To explain why people like to visit
the beach and the effect people

have on our coasts.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
Name, locate and identify

characteristics of the four countries
and capitals of the UK.  To identify

key landmarks in the UK.

Pupils to be able to propose ways
that people can live more

environmentally sustainable lives
(globally) and at home (locally).

Map, globe and atlas focus:
Map work (UK) plotting sustainable
power stations, wind farms, etc.  Be

able to use Grid References. To
understand where the counties of

the UK are located, specifically
Devon and Cornwall.

To research and explain how
humans interact with rivers for a
range of purposes, such as trade
and energy production. Why are
river estuaries so important for

wildlife? To explain the water cycle.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
Map symbols, 4 and 6 figure grid

references, globes and atlases in the
UK and Europe.

Spring
Year B

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
main class topic: battles

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: dragons

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: English Civil

War
KNOWLEDGE To learn about

the Battle of
Torrington

(including the
blowing up of

the church
which housed

How does the weather affect
our lives?

Pupils to learn what is weather and
how it changes with the seasons.
To understand that weather is not

the same around the world and why.
Explain how temperature changes
and is affected around the world.

Beyond the magic kingdom:
what is the sunshine state

really like?
Why is the Magic Kingdom the most
popular theme park in the world?

Why is the Kennedy Space Centre in
Florida?

How is climate affecting the
weather?

Pupils to learn how changing
patterns of weather at different
locations around the world are

impacting on the lives of real people
with whom they can relate.  To learn

that the poorer the people, the
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the Royalist
prisoners).

Whole school
visit to

Torrington.

Fieldwork: To observe and record
weather patterns over time (eg a

week/fortnight/month)

Why are sea turtles endangered and
what is Florida doing to protect
them? Pupils will learn the main

geography features of North
America before focusing on one

State - Florida. Pupils to learn about
the huge physical and human

diversity.

Fieldwork: not possible.  First hand
narrative, video clips, etc to be

used.  Comparison with local theme
park ... Big Sheep? Milky Way?

greater the impact of climate
change. To understand about global

warming.

Fieldwork: local visit and/or visiting
speaker (local farmer). How is

climate change affecting us locally?

SKILLS To talk about
things which
are the same

and different in
Torrington

today.

Pupils should locate the 7 continents
and 5 oceans.

To consider and be able to explain
how the weather affects pupils

individually or as a community on a
daily and seasonal basis.

Map, globe and atlas focus: Use
basic geographical vocab to refer to
human/physical features. To identify
seasonal and weather changes To

use simple compass directions
(North, South, East, West).

Pupils to apply their learning to kept
concepts such as climate, economic

activity, environmental
management and sustainability

and explain what is the best time
climate-wise for tourists to visit

Florida?

Map, globe and atlas focus:
To identify the position and

significance of latitude, longitude,
Equator, Northern Hemisphere,

Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics
of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic

and Antarctic Circle, the
Prime/Greenwich Meridian and
time zones (including day and

night).  To use digital/computing
mapping to identify and describe

features.

To understand and explain what
global leaders and young people are
doing to highlight and address the
issue of climate change.  Link with

G7 Summit in Cornwall 2021.

Map, globe and atlas focus:
maps, atlases, globes and

digital/computer mapping, map
symbols and keys.To understand

Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time
zones (including day and night).
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Summer
Year B

EYFS KEY STAGE 1 KEY STAGE 2

YR Y1 & Y2
Main class topic: dinosaurs

and volcanoes

Y3 & Y4
main class topic: Ancient

Egypt

Y5 & Y6
main class topic: Romans

KNOWLEDGE Why does it matter where my
food comes from?

To learn that nearly three-quarters
of the land area of the United
Kingdom is classified as farmland
and this topic aims to provide an
introduction to farming and farms
for younger geographers. Pupils
will learn a number of key
geographical concepts such as
location and distribution as well as
establishing a clear grasp, in
simple terms, of fundamental
geographical processes including
economic activity and trade.

Pupils will learn where their food
comes from (including dairy
products, farms, fruit and
vegetables, sugar).

Fieldwork: observing changes in
the seasons.  To identify and name
local plants and animals and food
chains.

Why do so many people live in
megacities?

Pupils to develop their
understanding of the important
geographical concepts of
settlement and urbanisation
through the study of the world’s
megacities (cities with a population
of over 10 million). What are they
and where are they located?

Why is Milton Keynes Britain’s
largest growing city and why did
the Brazilian Government build a
new capital city in 1960?

Fieldwork: visit to a city (Exeter).

How do volcanoes affect the
lives of people?

Pupils will learn not only to
understand some of the key physical
processes that shape the Earth, but
also to recognise and evaluate the
interaction of people with these

physical processes.

Pupils will explain that all landscapes
and environments offer

opportunities, constraints and,
sometimes, risks and hazards to the

people who coexist with them.

SKILLS Pupils can explain why it is
important to know where their food

comes from and the benefits of
buying food locally.

Pupils can explain the geographical
features of megacities.  Pupils can

explain the advantages and
disadvantages of living in a city.

Pupils will explain how environments
may change over time and how this

might bring advantages and
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Map, globe and atlas focus:
Name, locate and identify

characteristics of the four countries
and capital cities of the
United Kingdom and its

surrounding sea.  To identify key
landmarks in the UK.

Map, globe and atlas focus locate
the world’s countries using maps

focusing on Europe (including
Russia) and North and South

America.

challenges to the people who are
interconnected with them.

Map, globe and atlas focus locate
the world’s countries using maps

focusing on Europe (including
Russia) and North and South

America.

YR Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
IMPACT A year 1 should

be able to
name the 7

continents and
UK countries,
name some

famous
landmarks in
the UK and

compare how
the UK is the

same or
different to

another
country.  They
should be able

to use their
observational
skills to draw
simple map,

A year 2 should
be able to
name the 7

continents and
UK countries,
name some

famous
landmarks in
the UK and

compare how
the UK is the

same or
different to

another
country.  They
should be able
to discuss the

different
climate zones.
To sort human

A year 3 child
should have a
comprehensive
understanding
of counties,

specifically the
Counties of
Devon and

Cornwall.  They
can carry out

fieldwork
through the
use of maps

and four figure
grid points.
They will be

able to identify
significant
physical

features such

A year 4 should
know where

Europe is and
be able to
name a

number of its
countries and

physical
features, such

as oceans,
seas, rivers and

mountain
regions.  They

will have
knowledge of
tectonic plates
and how these
are pivotal to
the creation of
volcanoes and

A year 5 child
will be aware

of the
cities/states
and varied
human and

physical
features across
the USA whilst
being able to
compare them
with the UK.

They will have
used maps and

read
information

from them and
be able to plot
their own map
using a variety

A year 6 child
will be able to

use a wide
vocabulary of
geographical

terms to
explain their

understanding
around the

world, making
comparisons of
many features

including
climate,

population and
lifestyles. They
will be able to
explain how
the physical
features of a
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identifying the
human and

physical
features.  They
should be able
to talk about

different
weather in
different
countries.

and physical
features found
in a particular
region.  They

should
understand

how globes and
maps represent
the world and
create their

own.

as oceans,
seas, rivers

and mountain
regions and
can use an

atlas to local
continents,

countries and
physical

features with
confidence.

earthquakes.
They can

explain the
impact

volcanoes and
earthquakes

have on
people’s lives.

of symbols.
They will be
able to use
fieldwork to
explore the

different types
of agriculture
across the UK.
A Year 5 child
will be able to
use 4 and 6

grid references
and

understand
how contour

lines are used.

country impact
on land use
and industry.
They will be

able to
comment on
the impact of

humans on the
environment.


